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1. Introduction 

This article is a review of research and studies that discuss methods for controlling time and costs 
on construction projects. Time and cost efficiency are something that construction service providers 
always want to achieve without having to reduce the quality of the project. Some methods that are 
often used to control time and costs are the Critical Path Method (CPM) method, the Project 
Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) Method, and the Earned Value Analysis (EVA) Method. Some 
research that has been done previously is to manage the time and cost of a project activity using two 
methods from three methods. This article review attempts to discuss all three methods at once. 

Two main reasons for the delay in the execution of project work are (1) unexpected events such as 
procedure failure, delays in the delivery of materials and structures, bad weather, natural disasters, 
accidents, and everything that is emergency and (2) slow implementation of the work itself [1]. Cost, 
quality, and time in implementing construction projects are the main limited resources, so planning, 
scheduling, and control are things that must be done so that the purpose of implementing projects with 
limited resources is achieved. Planning an effective schedule and cost-efficient planning without 
reducing quality is a challenge in project implementation [2]. Whatever the cause of delays in the 
work of a project needed control to anticipate it, especially in terms of cost and time. Cost and time 
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 Time and cost efficiency without reducing quality is something that 
construction service providers always want to achieve in the 
implementation of project completion. Project work will be limited by 
cost and time in completion. Methods of controlling time and costs can 
assist the Project Manager in evaluating project performance and taking 
actions needed to achieve project objectives. This study is about the 
comparison of research articles that have been published previously using 
Meta-Analysis Review which aims to compare three methods that are 
often used in controlling time and cost, namely CPM (Critical Path 
Method), PERT Method (Project Evaluation Review Technique), and 
EVA Method (Earned Value Analysis). The results obtained from the 
review of this article that each method of controlling costs and time has 
advantages and disadvantages following their respective characteristics, 
with that we can know differences of each method. The study found that 
experience from the Project Manager is needed to choose the right 
method for implementing project work.  
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management is a part of project management that is always considered by construction service 
providers and users of construction services because it will provide its benefits for each party. 

In a construction project work, delays are common, so that it impacts all project activities so that 
the right methods are needed to control parameters so that they can be efficient. Some studies also 
discuss ways to make the right decision for a problem [3], [4]. To control parameters to work 
efficiently and be able to pinpoint project conditions, integrated cost control, and schedule analysis 
system is needed [5]. One function of controlling costs and time in project management is how to 
reduce the deviations that occur in construction project work to minimize the risk of delays. 

There is no the same project work, so each project has its uniqueness both in terms of work and 
construction. Environmental factors will also provide its uniqueness in project work. With the 
uniqueness of every construction project work, the right method in controlling cost and time is needed. 
Some methods in controlling time and cost are the CPM, PERT Method, and EVA Method. The 
objective of this study is to compare the right method for each construction work so that it can help 
and facilitate the project manager for mapping problems in project work. Besides, this research is 
expected to provide an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of each method in a construction 
project activity. 

1.1. CPM (Critical Path Method) 

The critical path is the path with the activity components with the longest total amount of time and 
shows the fastest time to complete a project. For the implementer of this critical path, the project 
becomes important because there are activities whose implementation must be on time because if there 
is a delay it will cause an overall delay. In the critical path method, there are two processes namely 
forward and backward calculations [6][7][8]. This method is often used in many management levels 
[9]. Knowing the completion time based on experience or schedule data that has been made by the 
company can be used to compare the completion time of a project with the CPM. The CPM can 
also be used to determine the critical path in project planning and scheduling [10], [11]. The 
implementation of CPM is not difficult and has been recognized by developed countries [12]. This 
method also has a deficiency in scheduling resource usage [13], [14], [15]. 

Research using the CPM was carried out by Apri Widiya Laksana et al. The research optimizes the 
time and cost of the Randu Gunting River Cliff Protector project in Pati Regency and the work 
of Bodri River III in Kendal Regency (Central Java in Indonesia) which was then followed by crash 
program analysis through additional work hours. From this study, it was found that the most optimal 
project scheduling time on the Randu Gunting River Cliff Protector project was 147 days with a cost 
of IDR. 436,591,926.14 and the most optimal project scheduling in the Bodri River III project was 
156 days with a cost of IDR. 2,630 .378,619,24 [16]. 

The CPM is a project management technique that identifies activities on a critical path step by step. 
This method approaches the project schedule by dividing the project into several work tasks, 
displaying it in a flowchart, and calculating the duration of the project based on the estimated duration 
for each work. This method defines a very important job, saving time, in completing a project [17]. 
CPM is a method implementation for a certain project which determines finish time based on 
experience or schedule time data by creating a critical path using forward pass and backward pass 
calculation that can show activities that have to be punctual. 

1.2. PERT (Project Evaluation Review Technique) 

The PERT method has not emphasized the matter of minimizing costs but rather maximizing the 
time of project implementation. In the PERT method, the completion of certain jobs in the project is 
probabilistic, due to lack of experience. Random individual time activities will cause random project 
time. Likewise, what happens at the time of the activity and the critical path, if the time of random 
activities will cause a random critical path so that the critical path of project completion will become 
uncertain. This can be illustrated from the PERT method, which is the risk of uncertainty [18], [19], 
[20]. 

A comparison of the CPM and PERT methods was carried out by Dino Caesaron and Andrey Thio 
to conduct a time scheduling analysis on the Shop House development project in the Glodok area (a 
district in Jakarta Indonesia). Research using these two methods results in the same project completion 
time of 198 days where the PERT method has a probability of completion of 61 percent [21]. 
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Implementation of the CPM and PERT methods can not only be done in building construction but can 
be done on a shipbuilding project in one of the shipbuilding companies as conducted by Abdurrasyid 
et al. The results obtained from the two methods are then followed up by making an application that 
can assist the project manager in monitoring every project activity implementation  [10]. PERT can 
be used on some construction project or industry that has no experience in the process so that it has 
an uncertain critical path. 

CPM and PERT assumed that the project has access to unlimited resources. The fact is, resources 
are extremely limited. Scheduling a project without considering resources can cause unreliable 
schedules and delays in the project as a result of resources and technology that are not available [22]. 

1.3. EVA (Earned Value Analysis) 

There are 3 basic elements of the concept of EVA, namely the completion of work which is an 
illustration of the planned absorption of costs (budgeted cost), the actual cost used to complete the 
work, as well as the earned value which is the value obtained from the expenditure. This method is 
one of the tools used to integrate costs and time in a project [23]. Earned Value is calculated based on 
the percentage of the weight multiplied by the contract value or the result of work completed from 
the total project budget [24]. 

One of the biggest advantages of Earned Value Management (EVM) is that it is relatively simple 
because it only requires information about a large percentage of project completion activities and 
actual costs, where the information is collected for various other purposes during the project 
implementation stage [25]. Some researchers discussed some specific weaknesses and limitations of 
the EVM framework, with the aim of better estimating the actual time of the project and/or taking 
better proactive or corrective actions during project implementation. [25]. EVA is a method that 
combines the time and cost of a project to inform project performance by using budgeted cost, actual 
cost, and earned value. 

Paulo Andre de Andrade et al conducted a study aimed at improving the forecasting accuracy of a 
project by expanding the EVM concept of project regularity to EDM (Earned Duration Management). 
Based on empirical experiments conducted shows that the accuracy of the estimated duration of the 
project can be improved by focusing on schedule performance and schedule compliance [26]. EVA 
method can also be integrated with the CPM such as research conducted by Yunita Alfiana Messah et 
al, which examines the time and cost control related to the impact of design changes on the Oenaem 
Irrigation Embankment construction project where the results are initially estimated 7-week time-
lapse can be reduced to 5 weeks and is estimated to save 0.326% of the total project expenditure [27]. 

The EVA method can also be compared to the PERT method to analyze performance. Aries 
Susanty et al conducted a study of the Banyumanik II Hospital development project in Semarang City, 
Central Java Indonesia, that project used the EVA method to assess performance and the PERT 
method for rescheduling the implementation of the project work. The results of the EVA method show 
that the performance index is less than 1, which means the work is experiencing delays. The PERT 
method provides several options regarding rescheduling the project [28]. EVA method can not only 
be used in building construction but can be done on JLS concrete retaining buildings in East Java 
Province which stretch from the West side of Pacitan and the East side of Banyuwangi (both cities are 
in East Java) which was studied by Edy Gardjito in 2017. The researcher can think that if the 
performance of the project implementation continues the same, it will experience a delay of 6 days 
even though the project can still provide a profit of IDR. 0.1924 billion [24]. 

EVM can also be used to measure sustainable performance in a project, as reviewed by Benjamin 
Koke and Robert C. Moehler by using a systematic review. The purpose of this review article is to 
find out whether EVM can be adapted to measure sustainable performance in projects. The results of 
this review article indicate that EVM has not been used to measure sustainability performance in 
projects so far. The author makes a conceptual framework for "Earned Green Value Management" so 
that EVM can be applied to the measurement of sustainability and project performance. This 
conceptual framework provides a theoretical foundation for tracking the achievement of sustainable 
goals in the project [29]. 
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2. Method 

2.1. CPM (Critical Path Method) 

CPM is a method of determining the critical path using an arrow diagram so it is also called the 
critical path method. CPM implementation steps are shown in Fig. 1. Critical Path can show the fastest 
time component and the longest time component in project completion. The critical path is a path 
where activities are located which will result in overall project delays if an implementation is slow, 
and sometimes there is more than one critical path in one network [16] , [30] 

 

Fig. 1.  CPM Implementation Steps 

Calculation of the critical path in the CPM includes two stages, namely forward pass and backward 

pass. The forward pass starts from the "initial" node and moves to the "end" node, while the backward 

pass starts the calculation from the "end" node to the "initial" node. Table. 1 shows some terms in 

forwarding pass and backward pass. 

Table 1.  Terms in Forward Pass and Backward Pass 

ES (earliest activity start time) When starting a job. 

EF (earliest activity finish time) The earliest time the activity can be completed if it starts at the earliest 

time and is completed according to its duration. EF previous activities = 

ES (earliest activity start time) When starting a job. 

 ES next activities. 

LS (latest activity start time) The last time the activity can be completed. 

LF (Latest activity finish time) The last time an activity can begin. 

T (activity duration time) The period required for an activity. 

S (activity slack) Grace period for starting or completing a job. 

Source: D. Caesaron and A. Thio [21] 

The rules in the forward pass are (1) Except for the first activity, the initial activity starts if the 
previous activity has been completed (2) EF is equal to ES plus the duration of the previous activity 

(3) if the previous activity has two joining activities then ES = EF the biggest of the previous 
activities. The rules in the backward pass are (1) LS = LF minus the duration of the activity (2) if there 
is an activity split into two or more parts, then LF = LS is the smallest of the next activity. Slack time 
values can be calculated after counting forward passes and backward passes. In calculating using the 
CPM, there are 3 basic assumptions, namely (1) the project has only one initial event (start) and one 
terminal event (finish) (2) when the fastest occurrence of the initial event (start) is day zero and (3) 
The slowest occurrence of the terminal event (finish) is LS = ES [18]. 

This CPM is suitable for project activities that have been done before, so that the evaluator knows 
in advance about related time, data, and costs of each element of the activity. The focus emphasized 
on this method is the accuracy of the project cost plan with realization. The type of information on 
working time on the CPM is the most right and appropriate time to complete a project, while the arrow 
on the CPM is to show project activities [10]. 

In the CPM, the project duration will not be longer than the longest path in the network. So that 
the total time elapsed for project completion is the same as the length of the critical path, the longest 
path in the network. Activities that are on that path are called critical activities. Late critical activities 
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will slow down overall project completion time. Therefore the project must be managed well to avoid 
delays in critical activities [17]. 

2.2. PERT (Project Evaluation Review Technique) 

PERT method is a method of project evaluation by reducing as much as possible delays, conflicts, 
and disruptions in a project activity as well as coordinating and synchronizing to accelerate project 
completion [10]. PERT method is a method that has a degree of uncertainty throughout activities 
related to project implementation so that the existence of an element of probability is something that 
cannot be avoided from this method. The PERT method is a method for determining the magnitude 
of project completion opportunities according to the target time. The assumption that the period of an 
activity depends on many factors and variance is the approach used by the PERT method, so that the 
PERT method uses 3 estimated figures for each activity, namely (1) a = optimistic duration time (2) 
b = pessimistic duration time and (3) m = most likely time [31], . The three types of project completion 
time are used to determine the expected time (et). Also, in PERT to determine the uncertainty of a 
project, S (standard deviation) and V (et) variance are determined. PERT implementation steps are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2.  PERT Implementation Steps (Source: Author's analysis of reviews of several related PERT articles 

[ 1 0 ] , [18] , [21], [28]    , [31]) 

The focus of the PERT method is scheduling a project which is done by coordinating and 
synchronizing all elements of the project and completing the project as quickly as possible [28]. For 
planning and controlling projects that have never been done before, the PERT method is the most 
appropriate. According to the PERT Method, the timeliness factor is the main focus, because cutting 
time will have an impact on reducing project costs. In the PERT method, the arrows mention the sort 
order [10]. 

One of the advantages of the PERT method is that it not only recognizes the deviation in 
completion of each work during project time control but also assesses "where we are". Required 
condition is where the actual time of work is known, and calculates the deadline for the project, of 
course, by considering the work completed. In general, time control is based on a comparison of the 
planned and actual duration of work [1]. 

2.3. EVA (Earned Value Analysis) 

One method for controlling project costs and schedules in an integrated manner is the EVA 
Method. This method provides cost and time prediction information for completion of all work 
required based on performance indicators and provides information on project performance status in 
a reporting period [32], [33]. EV shows how efficient a team project using project resources [34]. 
EVA implementation steps are shown in Fig. 3. This information can be used by a project manager to 
anticipate if deviations occur. 
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Fig. 3. EVA Implementation Steps (Source: Author's analysis of reviews of several EVA related articles 

[2], [5], [24]  ,[28]) 

The concept of EV can show the amount of construction work that has been completed in addition 
to the actual and planned costs. This is what distinguishes the EVA method from conventional cost 
management methods that only show the relationship between actual costs and plan costs so that the 
real progress of some projects cannot be known. The fact is, changes in some project is inevitable. 
The EVA method can provide a report to the project manager whether the costs incurred are 
proportional to the performance generated [35]. 

EV method has 3 basic elements in analyzing the performance of the project as shown in Table. 2, 
namely (1) PV or Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled (BCWS) is the cost budget for the work plan 
against the time that has been prepared (2) AC or Actual Cost for Work Performed (ACWP) is the 
cost needed to complete work within a certain time (3) EV or Budgeted Cost for Work Performed 
(BCWP) calculated from the number of completed works is the value received from the jobs 
completed for a certain amount of time [5], [23], [36]. PV, AC, and EV will remind the project 
manager to conduct preventive action to correct project performance [37]. The relationship between 
PV (BCWS), AC (ACWP), and EV (BCWP) show Cost Variance (CV) and Schedule Variance (SV) 
is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Earned Value S Curve Graph (Source: [23], [38]) 

PV, EV, and AC are the basic metrics used by EVM to produce variances and performance index 
for financial performance and schedules before the work is done at a certain time, PV will make 
predictions of EV and AC. Then EV and AC will be measured after the work is done at a certain point 
in time. The EV and AC values are then used by the project manager to evaluate the status of project 
performance [39]. 

BCWS, ACWP, and BCWP indicators are used to calculate variants, both CV and SV, are shown 
in table 2. BCWS, ACWP, and BCWP indicators were also used to calculate the Cost Performance 
Index (CPI) obtained from BCWP/ACWP and Schedule Performance Index (SPI) obtained from 
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BCWP/BCWS. Further review of the performance index is shown in Table. 3. Usually, EVA only 
focused on CPI and SPI and is not discussing the satisfaction, healthiness, and safeness of the project 
owner. [38], [40], [41]. 

Table 2.  Cost Variance and Time-Variant Analysis 

No Cost Variance Explanation Scheduled Variance Explanation 

 (CV = BCWP - ACWP)  (SV = BCWP - BCWS)  

1 Negative (-) Cost Overrun Negative (-) Schedule Overrun 

2 Zero (0) The work was carried 

out according to plan 

Zero (0) Schedule according 

to plan 

3 Positive (+) Cost Underrun Positive (+) Schedule Underrun 

Source: G. Y. M. H. Tarore and D. R. O. Walangitan [5] 

Table 3.  Conditions of Project Progress in Certain Periods. 

Performance Index <1 Expenditure or implementation time is greater or longer than the 

planned budget and schedule 

Performance Index > 1 Expenses or implementation time is smaller or faster than the 

planned budget and schedule 

High-Performance Index (the greater the 

difference from the number 1) 

Deviations that occur in the basic planning or large budget. 

Unrealistic planning is possible. 

Source: G. Y. M. H. Tarore and D. R. O. Walangitan [5] 

3. Results and Discussion 

Based on the description above, there are similarities between the CPM, PERT, and EVA methods, 
namely (1) These three methods can be used by project managers to control time and costs on the 
construction project and (2) These three methods can be integrated with the methods used to remind 
the project completion time, for example, the crashing program or fast track unlike the crash program 
that reduces work time on the critical path with the most economical cost, fast track is project 
implementation method that implemented in parallel to fasten project. The difference between CPM, 
PERT, and EVA methods can be seen in Table. 4: 

Table 4.  Differences in CPM, PERT, and EVA Methods 

No Difference CPM PERT EVA 

1 Goal Determine the project 

period based on the critical 

path. If activities in the 

critical path are delayed 

then the project completion 

time will 

also be delayed. 

Accelerate project implementation by 

reducing obstacles and disruptions that 

cause project delays and coordinating and 

synchronizing all sections. 

Analyze performance by 

integrating costs and time and 

estimating the achievement of 

project objectives. 

2 Basic idea The main consideration 

is the event (event- oriented) 

The arrow shows activity or job 

with activity information (activity- 

oriented) 

Project status on a report 

(monitoring baseline) 

3 Method 

Focus 

The focus is on the accuracy 

of the project cost of the 

plan and realization. The 

CPM includes the concept 

of cost in planning and 

controlling. 

 

Emphasized focus is time accuracy.This 

method focuses on scheduling 

a project by synchronizing and 

coordinating all parts of the project and 

try as fast as possible in completing the 

project. Costs in the PERT method are 

assumed to vary according to the length 

of time of all project activities. 

Emphasized focus is the 

amount of physical work that 

has been completed over 

certain time. So the focus of 

the Earned Value Analysis 

method is controlling a 

project. 

4 Project 

Type 
Usually applied to 

projects that have been 

done before so that the 

time, data, and costs of 

each activity can be 

known in advance. 

Usually applied to projects that 

have never been done before and do 

not have definite completion data. 

This method is used in projects 

where the estimated time of 

activities cannot be ascertained as 

Can be done on all types 

of projects because this 

method emphasizes the 

amount of physical work 

that has been done and do 

not base on time. 
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No Difference CPM PERT EVA 

This method is used if 

the estimated working 

time of each activity can 

be well known, where 

the deviation is relatively 

small or can be ignored. 

This network-based 

method is not suitable 

for projects that have a 

repetitive nature 

(production level of 

repetitive activities) so it 

is not suitable for use in 

many unit projects. 

having a very large time variation. 

This method is suitable for high-risk 

projects and large projects because 

this method is directed at the most 

accurate time and is designed to 

deal with situations with a high 

degree of uncertainty. 

5 Result 

 

The project completion 

time and the relationship 

with available resources 

can be known with 

certainty 

Project Scheduling and Budget have 

been determined before being 

implemented so that project work is 

more controlled and organized 

Knowing CV whether 

experiencing Cost 

Overrun, costs according 

to plan or Cost Underrun 

Variants; Know the SV 

whether Schedule 

Overrun, schedule 

according to plan or 

Schedule Underrun. 

Source: Authors' analysis from reviews of several articles related to CPM, PERT, and EVA 

The three approaches are methods for evaluating the performance of a project through cost and 
time, so that project managers can get from the beginning if there are deviations that occur and can 
take appropriate policies to overcome them. PERT is a suitable method to be used on projects that 
have never been done and has high uncertainty and time variation. This is in contrast to CPM which 
is suitable for deterministic projects. EVA is the most suitable method for measuring project 
performance because it can determine the progress of a project activity so that performance results are 
more visible. 

4. Conclusion 

This review finds out that various methods of controlling costs and time in the project have some 
differences so that it requires experience from the project manager to be able to determine the right 
method for the current project. CPM is appropriate for projects that have been worked on so that the 
completion time and available resources can be known with certainty. PERT allows determining the 
time as soon as possible for the completion of a project that does not have definite completion data. 
EVA allows project managers to identify overall project performance. Each method has a different 
emphasis on processing existing data, but the project manager can evaluate the results of each report 
to take the necessary actions for anticipating if there are deviations that occur in project 
implementation. However, based on comparative studies there are advantages to EVA methods that 
are easier, faster, and supported by many tools (project management software) in evaluating project 
implementation. 
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